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Interval computation is here to stay. The recently adopted IEEE Standard 
for floating-point computer arithmetic requires that interval arithmetic be 
supported in computer hardware. Furthermore, strides have been made in 
advance of the implementation of the standard in efficient support for interval 
arithmetic. The recently developed Pascal-SC language includes intervals as a 
standard numerical type, and provides a number of interval functions and 
utilities. The ACRITH package for IBM 370 computers does the same. 
Furthermore, the 8087 and 80287 mathematics coprocessors found in many 
microcomputers have the basic capability of directed rounding needed for 
interval arithmetic. These advances in hardware and software will put interval 
computation within reach of multitudes of nonspecialists who did not have 
access to the special (and sometimes cumbersome and inefficient) implemen- 
tations of interval arithmetic available in the past. 
Before the great promise of interval computation can be realized, how- 
ever, it has to be understood. This book gives a basic and detailed introduc- 
tion to important aspects of the subject. The emphasis is on what can be 
termed algebraic problems, namely the solution of polynomial equations, 
systems of linear equations and matrix inversion by direct and interative 
methods, and the solution of systems of nonlinear equations by Newton-like 
and other iteration procedures. Topics more closely related to analysis, such as 
integration and the solution of systems of ordinary differential equations, are 
treated in the fundamental books by R. E. Moore [2,3]. 
At first glance, the capabilities of interval computation are impressive. 
The effects of roundoff and truncation errors in the computation, as well as 
errors in the data, are captured, and the result is an interval that contains the 
solution of the problem for exact data, or all possible solutions under 
perturbation of the data within given intervals. However, the beginner is 
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quickly rebuffed by finding that simply “plugging in intervals” for real or 
complex numbers (called miive interval computation by the Authors) seldom 
gives satisfactory results. A little reflection on the properties of interval 
arithmetic indicates why this should be so. Inverse elements for addition and 
multiplication are lacking, and multiplication is only subdistributive across 
addition, in the sense of set inclusion. Consequently, interval algorithms are 
going to be quite different from real ones, and interval computation is a 
fascinating field for study instead of a dull mechanical process. This text 
serves not only as a good starting place for the methodology, but also conveys 
some of the fascination of the problems encountered. 
Jon Rokne is to be thanked for an excellent translation into English of the 
German edition of 1974 [l], with augmentations to bring it up to date. For 
example, the original 341 references in the Bibliography have been increased 
to 541, which gives some idea of the research activity in the field. Additional 
references have also been added to various chapters. The book is organized 
into 22 short chapters and three appendices, each suitable for a lecture or 
two, and each has a selfcontained list of references. The book covers the 
fundamentals of real and complex interval arithmetic, methods for finding 
intervals containing zeros of real functions and real and complex roots of 
polynomials, methods based on iteration and Gaussian elimination to obtain 
interval inclusions of solutions of linear systems and inverse matrices, and the 
solution of nonlinear systems of equations by Newton-like and other iterative 
methods. The book concludes with some discussion of computer implementa- 
tion of interval computation and algorithms in an Algol-like language. The 
algorithms adapt immediately to, say, Pascal-SC. Because of its organization, 
the book is immediately suitable for use as a graduate or upper-division text. 
It is also an indispensible reference to the subject for practicing numerical 
analysts. 
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